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Apple recently grabbed attention with the launch of its revamped news and information service,

but the real story about the resurgence of high quality and profitable online journalism is being

written elsewhere — and with no greater verve than in Stockholm.

Less than a decade ago Dagens Nyheter, Sweden’s leading national newspaper, was barrelling

along the same path to oblivion travelled by many newspapers and magazines. Its readership

was ageing, advertising was collapsing and Google and Facebook were grabbing the majority

of eyeballs and advertising online. 

The paper, part of the 200-year-old family-owned Bonnier media combine, had failed to reliably

make money and had endured several management shuffles. The share of Swedish adults

who read a newspaper everyday had fallen from 75 per cent in 2009 to 56 per cent by

2013. Dagens Nyheter’s daily circulation had slipped from 369,000 in 2000 to about 250,000 in

2015, with only 2,000 online subscriptions. 

Now, less than five years later, Dagens Nyheter is profitable and circulation revenue is at an all-

time high. Digital-only subscriptions — billed at SKr120 (about $13) per month — have reached

160,000, compared with 170,000 for the bundled print and digital version. Dagens Nyheter has

managed to extract the “paper” from newspaper and in so doing bought a ticket for the future
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managed to extract the paper  from newspaper and in so doing bought a ticket for the future.

Last year’s advertising revenue of SKr460m remains less than one-third of the 2000 level, but

profits for 2019 are predicted to be above SKr100m.

Dagens Nyheter is part of a widespread digital resurgence for content providers. A few years

ago record labels and movie producers were still wailing about the impact of streaming services

including Netflix, YouTube and Spotify. Now many believe the future is brighter than ever as

smartphones have become the 24-hour a day equivalent of record players, movie theaters,

televisions and radios combined. 

The same is happening for other old-time media services — most notably The New York Times —

that have embraced the smartphone as the newsstand. They grasp that consumers are more than

willing to foot the bill for content they value but have no appetite to pay for material they can

easily find elsewhere.

Here at the FT opinion section, we want to hear from you. We particularly relish pieces that

highlight fresh ideas, unexpected places and diverse points of view. Find out more here.

At Dagens Nyheter in recent years, everything has been geared to providing interesting and

relevant journalism. Since taking the helm in 2013, editor-in-chief Peter Wolodarski, now aged

40, has concentrated on running a profitable business rather than chasing vanity subscription

numbers. He and his colleagues have increased the price of the paper, eliminated free copies

and, as demand for the printed version has continued to decline, lowered print production costs

and streamlined distribution. The management has also made it much easier for consumers to

buy their content using digital payments. 

Mr Wolodarski chose to treat Facebook and Google in a more adventurous manner than many of

his peers. He opted not to distribute Dagens Nyheter content through the Big Tech news

services. Instead, he encouraged his reporters and editors to view the social media platforms as

sources for ideas and stories. 

Dagens Nyheter takes up where Instagram, Facebook and the like leave off. Its journalists do

what most citizens are unable to do — use the grist from social media to badger politicians,

question police departments, pose awkward questions to business leaders, and set fresh ideas in

a broader context. Scanning social media also allows editors and reporters at Dagens Nyheter to

pay close attention to the way their stories echo through their online communities.

The Swedish media group’s recovery has strengthened its bonds with its subscribers and this has

started to pay unexpected dividends. 

Dagens Nyheter has begun to offer carefully curated products and services to its customers.

Unlike the promotional toasters or discounted vacuum cleaners of yesteryear, these are

moneymakers. It offers an SKr11,495 electric bicycle emblazoned with the newspaper’s name

(150 sold in the first week) It is also running two chartered train journeys through Europe
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(150 sold in the first week). It is also running two chartered train journeys through Europe

at SKr25,000 per person (the 680 places sold out within a week). 

Now, its Bonnier group owners are on the verge of taking a large new step. They have made a bid

for 28 regional and small town newspapers throughout Sweden. If this proposal is blessed by the

Swedish regulators, there is a good chance that the recipe that has worked so well for Dagens

Nyheter will become a tonic for small communities throughout the country. It also offers a

blueprint for struggling media properties around the world.
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